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AGENDA
♦

7.30 Meet at Bar.

♦

8.00 Chairman’s Welcome

♦

Christmas Dinner

♦

Christmas Raffle

♦

Back to the Bar ‘till home time (or closing
time?)

January Meeting will be on 9th January 2017
The deadline for the January Warbler is
Friday 30th December 2016
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or it’s Committee
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Hi Everyone,
It’s time to wrap up warm and be ready to turn up to cancelled games or
even call them off when you arrive! But don’t be disheartened because it’s
nearly Christmas and there’s always shopping with your loved ones to look
forward to.
There is no formal society meeting this month
as it’s the Christmas meal at Hoebridge Golf
Centre on December 12th, so the next meeting
at Loop Rd is January 9th 2017. May I take this
opportunity to wish you and your families a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and
also a massive thank you for all your support
to make this society one of the best.
All the best for the festive season, and I look
forward to either seeing you at the Christmas
meal, or as we move into 2017.
Pat

Members (and friends, wives etc ) who wish to travel to Belgium next year
should confirm this with Dave Cooper by 31st December . He can be contacted
at davecooper850254@yahoo.co.uk or 07766 758029 .
See page 19 for further details

2016/17 Membership
66 Full Members
10 Friends
1 Affiliate Member
44 Referees trained in
2016/2017

2016 Current Status
General
Supplies
Belgium
Training Fund
Youth Fund
Total
4

£2,671.99
£153.15
£200
£764.26
£113.50
£3,922.90
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A while ago I had the dubious pleasure of attending a speed awareness course.
(watch out for white vans with big black cameras poking out the back parked up
on the A3 near Petersfield). As anyone who has attended one of these courses
will tell you the first thing they do is a quiz to find out if the delegates actually
know what the different speed restrictions are. Amazingly over half the attendees got most of these wrong. Which, one would suppose, be why they were
there in the first place. However the majority of wrong answers was for underestimating the speed limit. For example many thought that the speed limit on a dual
carriageway was 60mph and not 70mph. (unless you are towing a trailer/caravan
or driving a coach or goods vehicle, when it is 60mph) One person actually put
down 40mph. It was the same for single carriageways outside built up areas
where the national speed limit is 60mph for cars and 50mph for coaches etc,
unless you’re in Scotland where it all changes for HGVs. Again most put down
40mph or 50mph.
It is a bit scary that many drivers are unaware or have forgotten the rules of the
road / highway code, and I’m sure the lawkeepers amongst our fraternity must
see this on a daily basis.
The point of my ramblings is that I’m sure the same must apply to referees. This
was brought home recently when I was A/R on a game and the referee told the
captains at the coin toss, that the winner could either choose ends or kick off.!!
He actually then refereed a very good game and his decisions were spot on. But
the question is how many referees are unaware of other law changes, or even
rule changes. Reading Brian Reader’s County RA report (page 20) It would appear that 3 refs played extra time in County Cup fixtures, instead of straight to
penalties when scores were even at full time. This had been widely communicated by County, both in the County Handbook and when appointing referees. I
can only presume that they hadn't bothered to read the communications, as I’m
sure no one is going to willingly carry on for a further 30 minutes when they don’t
have to. And whilst I acknowledge that ignorance is no excuse in Law, suspending the said refs for 2 weeks seems a bit harsh.
Although I’m probably preaching to the converted who are reading this, it does
really bring home the importance of keeping up to date with the Laws and the
various interpretations thereof and the benefit of belonging to the RA. There is no
equivalent really for road users, but for us there is. This was amply demonstrated
at our last meeting where an excellent presentation by Lisa Benn, RDO of Berks
& Bucks FA, helped us get a really good understanding of the new laws regarding DOGSO.
The key here of course is that whilst belonging to the RA is a start, to really get
the full benefit then attending such meetings is a must. The days of having to listen to a bunch of boring old farts pontificating about the business minutiae of the
Society have long gone. Today its all about how we can do our job better, and
lets face it, the more decisions we can get right, then the less aggravation we are
likely to get from players and the more enjoyment we will get from our “hobby”
Unfortunately there will always dissent from players and managers because like
my fellow attendees at the speed awareness course, far too many of them are
ignorant of the Laws Of the Game.
Mac
Wishing you all Great Christmas and a Whistling New Year
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40 members and guests attended the November meeting where our Guest
Speaker Lisa Benn, the RDO for Berks and Bucks, gave an excellent presentation
explaining the intricacies of the new DOGSO (Denying an Obvious Goal Scoring
Opportunity) Laws. As seems to be the norm these days, we were not allowed to
sit back and let our Speaker do all the work, but were split into groups and asked
to discuss and feedback our understanding of the new laws.
We then discussed various scenarios which could influence our decisions such as
ball control, skill levels, direction player is heading and distance from goal to
name but a few.
Back into teams and we were shown video clips and using the “who wants to be a
millionaire” format we had to give answer from a choice of 4, ie
A (No Foul,) ; B (FK /PK YC) ; C (FC/PK only) ; D (FK/PK RC )
Not sure which team won, but we had great fun taking part and the evening provoked much discussion.
Lisa managed to keep us all in order and summed up the evening with the following advice
♦
Think DOGSO as soon as a potential situation starts to occur
♦
Take your time, replay in your mind, think, stay calm and display confidence
♦
Take a mental note of the players numbers who are involved.
Pat thanked Lisa for an excellent evening and presented her with the customary
bottles of wine.
As our Society has been designated one of 18 “Training Hubs” throughout the
country we will be hosting more of these events, the next being in January. If they
are all as well organised and presented as this one, and if you wish to improve
your refereeing then I strongly suggest you get yourself down to Loop Rd and join
in the fun. Our next meeting is the Christmas Dinner at Hoe Bridge Golf Centre
on 12th December.

Some of our younger members getting
to grips with DOGSO . (with Pat
“advising?” )

Pat thanking Lisa

Lisa Benn
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More Duff Gen
I’ve queried before some of Keith Hackett’s utterances. Sometimes his passion
for journalism overtakes the need for always checking the facts before putting
pen to paper.
He seems to have a new job writing in the Daily Telegraph and his first piece
criticised PGMOL for appointing Anthony Taylor to the Liverpool v Manchester
United game on 17 October. While the referees are not normally given games
involving their home town, AT lives in Cheshire. I would say that our referees are
above being influenced when refereeing teams based not too far from home.
Mr Hackett argues a particular concern for the referee’s personal safety in such a
game; this seems rather dramatic and applies equally to any referee appointed.
In the event AT had a very good game, managing a highly charged game with
quietly assertive confidence. Wasn’t it remarkable, as Howard Webb pointed out
next morning, that after the game nobody mentioned the referee yet 2 hours earlier he had been receiving as much coverage as the managers and players!
Second, and this is the real point: Mr Hackett said in regard to this game that
“proximity to play is easier to achieve on Liverpool’s smaller playing area”. What
nonsense? Anfield is not a postage-stamp pitch on the local rec. While Old Trafford has the largest current playing area, Anfield at 5 yards shorter and only one
yard narrower can hardly be called ‘smaller’ to any practical effect.
For interest below are typical Premiership ground sizes, all figures in yards:
Old Trafford 116 x 76
Anfield 110 x 75
St Mary's Stadium 115 x 74.5
Britannia Stadium 115 x 75
The Hawthorns 115 x 74
Liberty Stadium 115 x 74
Emirates Stadium 114 x 74
Stadium of Light 114 x 74
Turf Moor 115 x 73
King Power Stadium 110 x 76
Stamford Bridge 113 x 74
Selhurst Park 110 x 74
Goodison Park 110 x 74
White Hart Lane 110 x 73
The Premiership is seeking to standard all grounds at 115 x 74 yards [105 x 68
metres]. You will see that many newer grounds comply or could if narrowed; it is
only the ‘old’ grounds that tend to be some yards shorter.
Writing in The Chiltern Referee
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It’s time to grow up – referees deserve respect too
by Chris McMullan @CJMcMullan91

During the north London derby on Sunday afternoon, you may have noticed Jan
Vertonghen tug on the shirt of Arsenal’s Granit Xhaka in the Tottenham penalty
box as the ball came over from a corner. This time last year, we may not have
thought too much about it afterwards, but thanks to a new start of season initiative to penalise shirt pulling in the box – and its application, most notably by Mike
Dean, in the first few weeks of the campaign – you may have heard BT Sport’s
commentators wonder what on Earth had happened to that new direction given to
referees.
It seems to have died a death,’ remarked main commentator Darren Fletcher,
whilst co-commentator Steve McManaman lamented, ‘I liked it when they gave
penalties for those,’ as though pining for some far off erstwhile reality in which
Mike Dean was a figure of reason and hope.
Whether or not you think that ‘grappling’ should be worthy of a penalty or not, we
can probably all get behind the idea that two months ago, that Vertonghen shirt
pull would have been penalised – or at the very least, been the catalyst for a
moan about the consistency of refereeing.
So, what happened?
The new initiative was talked about at the start of the season, before it all kicked
off in Manchester City’s 4-1 win over Stoke City at the Bet365 Stadium on the
second weekend of the season. That, at least, meant that players knew the risks
they were taking before they did it.
The difference the application made – two penalties given in that City Stoke game
– was drastic, and it seemed to make Mark Hughes change Stoke’s approach to
dealing with set plays. They switched to marking zonally for a few games, presumably to prevent Ryan Shawcross from grabbing hold of a man he was supposed to be marking.
But recently that crack down does indeed seem to have ‘died a death’ since then.
Stoke and champions Leicester City, who had been some of the most high profile
offenders in that area last season are now starting to pick up more points than
they did at the start of the season (that’s probably not solely due to the relaxation
of the rule, but both sides did concede heavily from set-pieces at the start of the
season, and perhaps the fact that penalties aren’t being given as readily means
they are more confident at dealing with corners and free kicks as a result).
There’s no doubt that it was farcical at the start, but perhaps that’s the problem
with making change when it comes to any of football’s ills. If you give red cards
for diving, or if you give penalties for shirt pulling, what you’re trying to do is
stamp out a side of the game no one wants to see. Cruel punishments in the
short term to make the game kinder in the long run.
The problem isn’t with the theory, though. Remember that in England, referees
don’t come out after the game to explain themselves, they come to referee the
game and stay away from the spotlight. Only, any dodgy call thrusts them directly
into the spotlight without any chance to defend themselves – and anger only
breeds more anger.
8
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We can’t stamp out the things we hate about the game until we give referees
more respect, or until we stop fetishising their mistakes. It’s time to grow up. It is
too easy for fans and media cheerleaders to blame their team’s defeat on a
dodgy decision – referees are humans and make mistakes, just like footballers
do in every game. When footballers make mistakes, we criticise them and that’s
fair enough: but we don’t hang them out to dry in the same way as we do with
referees, and we almost always try to explain why they did what they did, even
if it doesn’t excuse them. We do not afford the same respect or understanding
to referees when we criticise them
The media scrutiny and the pressure on referees to be robots and get every decision right without recourse to the technology that ‘rips the soul out of the
game’ is why bad things happen to good initiatives.
This is why we can’t have nice things.
Courtesy of Mal Davies

Mega– League 3000
Earth has not anything to show more fairthe referee computer in its sphere
floats o’er the pitch with electronic ear
and cameras that zoom in everywhere
to judge on instant replay; and besides,
there are no human players any moretheir massive transfer fees made the sponsors
turn to androids whose moulded plastic hides
are easily replaced. The act’s the same,
they’re programmed to gesture wildly, to shout,
cry, and groan-all the rituals held dear
by the few billion who still watch the game
on real-sized viddy-screens (no one goes out}
and press their buttons to boo, laugh or cheer
Dave Calder

(via Tony Murphy)
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THE RELUCTANT LINESMAN
I know we are supposed to call them “referee’s assistants” - but like most people, I
still prefer the old term linesman. That’s possibly because some linesmen provide
little or no “assistance”.
I recently refereed an Under 15s match, in which I repeatedly had to overrule a
linesman flagging for offside. (He was, of course, the father of one of the defending team.) He was very displeased with me, but I’m certain his judgment was
wrong. Ultimately, at a stoppage in play, he walked on to the pitch to question my
decisions. I’m told I ought to have taken the flag off him and relieved him of his
duties. However, that surely has to be the very last resort.
Can you imagine the increased friction such action would cause, among the management and players of his team? Rather than a flashpoint, I’m more in favour of
tolerating a bit of controversy and embarrassment, to ensure that we retain some
vestige of rapport.
And who is to say that a replacement linesman would have been any more competent? (The guy with the flag has run the line any number of times in the past, so
he ought to have been reliable.) Giving the flag to somebody else might have
been a case of “out of the frying pan and into the fire”. That’s assuming, of course,
that anybody else would have been willing to take the flag.
In the same week, I refereed an important midweek cup match between two very
good school teams. Before the match, I was unfortunately buttonholed by a parent. He greeted me in a friendly way…..but then went on to complain that so
many referees are bent, blind, clueless, etc. He then turned to describing his
son’s previous match, with particular reference to an allegedly incompetent linesman: “I shouted to him, You’re having a laugh; where’s your white stick? Haven’t
you ever read the rules, you p..ck? How much are you getting as a backhander?
You’re f...ing useless”, etc, etc.
Of course, I walked away from all this at the first polite opportunity. Five minutes
later, I was searching for a volunteer linesman. This was a very wet and windy
day. The serial complainer was the only person around. I asked him to run the
line for his boy’s team. He was terror-struck. He went completely ashen. He declined, saying “I can’t, I’ve never been a linesman in my life.” I suggested that now
was an ideal opportunity for him to give it a try. His terrified response was “I can’t
– I don’t know the rules!”.
I rest my case. Why is it that football attracts far more of these
idiots than any other sport?

Mick Flannigan.
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Roger East: Referee Emails Eddie Howe Apology After
Stoke penalty 'Mistake'
Bournemouth boss Eddie Howe received an emailed apology from referee Roger
East after failing to award the Cherries a penalty against Stoke.
Callum Wilson appeared to be fouled by Potters defender Ryan Shawcross in
the first half of Bournemouth's 1-0 Premier League win on Saturday.
East waved play on as Wilson and Howe protested.
"To be fair to Roger, he got in contact straight away once he'd acknowledged he
was wrong," Howe told BBC Radio Solent.
The game was goalless when Shawcross seemed to bring Wilson down in the
10th minute without making contact with the ball.
Bournemouth went on to record a first league away win of the season courtesy of
Nathan Ake's first-half header.
"You can't ask for anything more than an apology," Howe added. "We all make
mistakes, I certainly make enough as a coach. "But, when you make a mistake,
you have to acknowledge it and move on."
East has been left off the referees' appointments for the weekend's Premier
League fixtures, and will be fourth official between Southampton and Everton on
Sunday.
But Howe said that, like players and managers, you cannot judge referees on
one game.
"If we had that attitude with referees, there wouldn't be any left," the 38-year-old
added. "It's such a difficult environment to work in and the pressure is so high.
But as long as they analyse themselves like we would as players and coaches,
they will get better."
Thanks to Tim Lawrence who spotted this on BBC Sport

Spitting Image
A young boy recently had his first football lesson.
The lad’s mother picked him up afterwards and asked him how it went.
He said he enjoyed it very much. She asked him what he learnt and he
said they taught him spitting! Living in a less than salubrious part of
West London, the mother expected the worst and asked him to repeat it.
“Yes” he said “They showed us spitting”. His Mum then suggested he
show her and he shuffled his feet a bit,. “Ah” she said “Do you mean
dribbling?”
“Oh yes” was the reply “That’s the word”.
( Nicked from Mike Coventry writing in The Chiltern Referee)
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
It was a cup semi-final played between two senior Sunday teams in a private
ground where the pitch was roped off. Both teams had a considerable following
and, with it being a cup semi-final, there were supporters right around the touchline. Early in the second half the ball was played down the wing along the touchline. The winger and the full back raced for the ball from different directions and
met in a totally committed, thunderous challenge. The ball spun off at high speed
and hit a woman spectator, standing against the rope, full in the face. She collapsed and lay two yards from the touchline just inside the rope.
The ball bounced to a defender who went to take the throw in. Blowing his whistle, the referee signalled to the defender not to take the throw and called the trainers from both teams to the woman still laying on the ground. Despite a couple of
players appealing to continue he held up play whilst the woman was examined.
She had been wearing glasses which had smashed when the ball hit her in the
face and the rims had cut into her face leaving two bloody circles around her
eyes. She was given assistance and treatment from the trainers and then taken,
very shakily to a chair away from the pitch. Confirming that the woman was okay
and in good hands the referee went back to the pitch and getting hold of the ball
he ran his hands around it in case of glass fragments being embedded in the ball.
Happy that the ball was okay he continued with the game.

I was running the line at Yeovil Town’s old ground. It was very famous for the
slope of its pitch but it was also a small, compact ground and the crowd were very
close to the players and pitch. The referee’s instructions were to stand behind the
corner flag at corners. There was not a lot of room between the corner flag and
the crowd but it was possible and it was where I stood for the first corner. As I
took up my position an old boy behind me removed his cloth cap and hitting me
on the back of the head said pointedly, “Get out of my bloody way, I didn’t pay to
look at your back.” “Leave it out,” I replied, “I’m trying to run the line,” and moved
a little way down the goal line. “Well don’t bloody well stand in front of me,” he
said. For future corners I applied common sense, and it wasn’t because I didn’t
like being hit on the head by the spectator, and took up a position along the goal
line.

I went to see a senior game at the end of last season. One
team was going down, the other looking good for promotion.
You could tell which was which. The promotion hopefuls had
an electronic substitution indicator, the relegated team just a
piece of paper and their voices.

Tony Murphy
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WEST WIND enquiring where did all the refereees go?
That bloke Adrian, genius of the Referee Appointments world, and fellow
'Warbler1 addict, rang me during the week an F.A. Vase round was being played
on the Saturday to tell me how short of referees he had been for his 2 Leagues
for that same Saturday. He had struggled to cover his games and wondered why,
though he knew for certain that several of his usual 'whistlers' had been taken1
for Vase games, probably mostly for line duties.
Which is all well and good of course except to ask why that fact should cause any
shortage elsewhere ? Taking Surrey in isolation for the purpose of this discussion, this county has loads of referees.
On any given Saturday the number of them stating they are available will not vary
a great deal from any other Saturday, a few will be 'slow starters' each season,
others will stop whistling in late March, absolutely shattered to be overlooked
(again) for those plum semis and Finals, there may even be a minority that allow
weather forecasts to play a part in their 'open and closed dates'. But with the FA
Vase ties simply needing the very same number of match officials as would have
been used by those same teams on any other Saturday for their usual League
games it might appear to be a mystery that there can possibly be a shortage.
Think on, young man ! Who appoints to the Vase ? And if it is not the same chap
who appoints for the Leagues the Vase teams usually play in then the 'problem*
is solved.
The Vase appointer(s) may even be deliberately appointing many/several whistlers as Vase 'linesmen* who habitually spend their Saturday afternoons as Western or Alliance middlemen. There may well be no 'equalising factor' working in
the opposite direction, i.e. some of the usual 'linesmen* of the several Leagues
supplying the Vase teams may well be effectively 'redundant' for the Vase Saturday as no 'machinery' exists that will advise them that such levels of Leagues as
Western and Alliance would be pleased to offer them a 'middle' for a change. A
pity.
Adrian is typical of the RefSec fraternity, as illustrated last season when it was
clear that though there should be more than enough referees available every Saturday there were times when he found himself scratching around to cover those
last couple of games Investigations prove that 'Refereeing has changed*. Lots of
youngsters have taken the exam, very few retiring or retired players now decide
to 'put something back in1 by way of taking up the whistle. The latter would always go that extra mile, i.e. answer the call for a referee late in any week,
whereas several of the younger men lead such busy lives that any such call will
pass them by, or else their possible multiplicity of Youth matches more than satisfies their ambition, or maybe they are one of the lucky chosen brethren aimed
at 'making it all the way to the top*. Suffice it to say that when SCFA were able
(with plenty of statistics) to show that the greater majority of Surrey Leagues
were near 100% coverage of their fixtures with registered referees some of us
really 'in the know' were able to attribute such 'success1 to the correct source.
WE KNOW that most RefSecs will carry on trying to cover that last game right up
to 10p.m. the night previous.

CW
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ICELANDIC REFLECTIONS. Yes, I know, it was some time ago.
When the second Iceland goal went in that expression about 'heads going down*
was the only one I could think of. I am (almost) ashamed to tell you that I had a bet
on that match and I won. It was only the second time I had set foot inside the local
bookie's. Just think, all ten qualifying games won, but when the chips were down,
just total failure
- no excuses, no valid reasons, plenty of Jokes about the total population of Iceland etc. Fast forward to the Olympic Women's Hockey Final, and the extra time
victory by G.B. Take a look at the teamwork, note the enthusiasm, be aware of
that goalkeeper, she of the massive preparation, an instinct second to none, an
approach to her game enough to frighten any opposition, but also capable of inspiring every one of her team mates plus all the subs. Shortly afterwards the papers were full of speculation about who was likely to be on 'Strictly Come Dancing',
I gave the matter some thought and came up with an absolutely brilliant idea. Noting the complete lack of enthusiasm by 'our lads' v Iceland in sharp contrast to the
overwhelming enthusiasm by our girls v Holland I would have put both teams
straight into 'Strictly' !
That female keeper would have made a decent fist of showing the new Torino
goalie what good distribution was all about. The gal who took the vital penalty
would have been in her element showing Rooney the way to do it. Play, that is !
Some of our footballers could do with a few sequins here and there, rather than
the abundance of tattoos now seen as part of their 'uniform'. The fact that two of
the lasses are married to each other might not be such a good idea for the lads to
copy, but Hey, they won the Final, so who cares ?
Moving swiftly on : I read a lovely piece in one paper about the Watford player who
states that as the videos of all their games are now available he spends time looking at every video several times to see what he did wrong - and obviously, in doing so, he must also appreciate what he did right.
I really wonder just how many or how few of our top players ever spend ANY of
their fairly massive amounts of spare time in similar contemplation regarding the
job they get paid to play? On much the same subject I have always wondered
whether or not Managers ever take the recalcitrant player to one side to show him
what he actually did that caused the referee to produce a card, particularly if the
card was red and had a profound effect on the result of the match.
And if NOT, why not ? When you have assets like Diego Costa or Agguerro sitting
out matches simply because they find difficulty behaving themselves it just might
be a good idea to (a) show them the video and (b) tell them off, and if that last
phrase demonstrates any naivety on my part, or you think it does, then think on,
and ask yourself why some of the most skilled footballers also qualify as idiots.
Changing the subject slightly : I was astonished to learn how few of our better
English players have bothered to study enough to get their Coaching badges,
even though the avowed intent of several of them is to become a Manager. In
sharp contrast to umpteen foreigners who were mediocre to moderate players but
CW
studied to make good managers.
(It must be difficult for a certain manager to reprimand his players when he himself gets more “redcards” than they do ! Ed )
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How some refs are less 'blind' than we think
By David Wilkes

FOOTBALL fans have long been known to question the eyesight of the referee.
But the best refs really do seem to have their eye on the ball, a study has found.
Those officiating at the highest level can more accurately deter-mine the severity
of fouls and whether they deserve a yellow or red card, research suggests.
Scientists used eye-tracking technology to analyse the way 39 Belgian referees some elite ones and others from lower leagues -focused on football video clips.
Top referees spent more time concentrating on the contact area between an attacker and defender during play, helping them to correctly decide how serious a
foul was
Asked to state if they thought a foul deserved a disciplinary sanction, such as a
yellow or red card, elite referees made the correct decision with an accuracy of
61 per cent, the research found.
Lower level officials were right just 45 per cent of the time across the 20 video
clips all the referees were shown.
Professor Werner Helsen, from the University of Leuven in Belgium, said: 'Our
results show elite referees have visual-search behaviour patterns that make them
better at assessing foul play situations in football compared to lower league referees.
'When watching open play fouls being committed, elite referees spend more time
fixating on the body part involved in the foul, suggesting that they are focusing on
and interpreting the most cru-cial information within their vis-ual display.' The
study, published in the journal Cognitive Research, said that rather than being
born with an enhanced visual perception, top level football referees cultivate it
through experience.

Daily Mail

12th December

Christmas Dinner

9th January

Society Meeting

TBA

6th February

Society Meeting

TBA

6th March

Society Meeting

TBA

3rd April

Society Meeting

TBA

8th May

Society Meeting

TBA

2nd June—5th June

Belgium
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Continuing the A to Z of Football
MAP READING
SOME SPORTS GROONDS ARE SO VAST,THEY PUT A MAP UP TO HELP PLAYERS
LOCATE THEIR PITCH. AS SOME PLAYERS HAVE TROUBLE GETTING THEIR BOOTS
ON THE RIGHT FEET,IT IS HARDLY SURPRISING THAT THEY CAN LOOK AT A MAP!
AND STILL GET LOST. 'PITCH 37,AH THATS NEXT TO 38 - REMEMBER THAT
NOBBY,NEXT TO 38' AND OFF THEY GO,WITH NO MORE IDEA OF WHERE 38 IS
THEY DID OF 37.
MARTIAN
TWO FOOT OBSERVER FROM THE PLANET MARS,BIT GREEN BEHIND THE EARS, AND
EVERYWHERE ELSE COME TO THINK OF IT. HAS BEEN INSTRUCTED TO WATCH A
GAME OF FOOTBALL AND REPORT BACK. HAS TRIED THREE TIMES,AND EACH TIME
HAS RETURNED DISAPPOINTED BECAUSE LIKE EVERYONE ELSE HE COULDN'T FIND
ANYWHERE TO PARK IN THE CAR PARK.
MATCH BALL
THIS COMES IN ALL' DIFFERENT SHAPES AND SIZES AND EVERY NOW AND THEN
YOU GET ONE THE RIGHT SHAPE AND THE RIGHT SIZE.
NANCY
PRISSY PLAYER WHO THINKS HE CAN INSULT A SHIN KICKING OPPONENT BY
CALLING HIM A PHILISTINE. 'PHILLISTINE' RETORTS THE OPPONENT,'NO MY
SON,I'M MORRIE STEIN, PHIL'S MY BROTHER, HE PLAYS FOR OLD ZIONIONS'.
NEEDLE MATCH
GAME BETWEEN TWO TEAMS WHO DO NOT LIKE EACH OTHER, SO CALLED BECAUSE
IT USUALLY ENDS IN HOSPITAL WITH PEOPLE HAVING STITCHES.
NERVE
KICKING A NUTTER IN THE GOOLIES.
MISTY
REFRESHING TERM FOR THICK FOG.
MORON
PLAYERS TERM FOR A THICK REFEREE.
NESSIE
SEVEN FOOT FORWARD WHO KNOWS ALL ABOUT SWIMMING IN LOCHS,BUT SOD ALL
ABOUT SCORING.
NEWT
SMALL LIZARD LIKE CREATURE WITH A DRINK PROBLEM.
NICE BALL
THIS IS ONE THAT ACTUALLY GOES TO SOMEONES FEET INSTEAD OF THROUGH
HIS LEGS.
NIL
THE CHANCES SOME TEAMS EVER HAVE OF WINNING.
NINE PINS
PENALTY TACTIC,WHERE FORWARDS HANG AROUND IN CLUMPS,IN THE HOPE
THAT SOMEONE WILL KNOCK THEM OVER.
NUTTER
ON FIELD TERM FOR A PLAYER WHO RARELY LASTS THE FULL 90 MINUTES,HE IS
EITHER SENT OFF,CARRIED OFF,.OR WALKS OFF IN PROTEST,THEN WALKS BACK
ON AGAIN TO TAKE A SWING AT AN OPPONENT
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OFF THE BALL INCIDENT
REFEREEING TERM FOR TWO PLAYERS CRACKING EACH OTHER OVER THE HEAD WITH
THE CORNER FLAGS.
OLD BILLONIANS
MORE COMMON NAME FOR THE LOCAL POLICE TEAM.
OLD TOSSPOTIANS
WHOSE SUPPORTERS ARE OFTEN HEARD TO SHOUT FROM THE TOUCHLINE, 'COME ON
YOU OLD TOSS POTS'.
OLD CAMPAIGNERS
ANYONE STILL PLAYING WHO REMEMBERS WHEN YOU DIDN'T SCREW IN STUDS, YOU
NAILED THEM.
ONE - TWO
NUMERICAL TEST FOR TREASURERS;IF THEY CAN COUNT TO THREE, THEY MAY LIKE
TO BE SECRETARY.
ON THE BALL
ANYONE WHO REMEMBERS TO BRING A PUMP.
ORANGE
WHEN DIVIDED INTO QUARTERS, THE HALF TIME ORANGE IS AN APPEALING,
WET,JUICY REFRESHMENT. WHEN DIVIDED INTO ELEVENTHS IT'S ALL PEEL SWEET
FA JUICE AND NO REFRESHMENT.
OUT OF POSITION
FULLBACK WHO GETS FLAGGED OFFSIDE.
OVERLAP
TECHNICAL TERM FOR WHEN A DEFENDER GIVES SUPPORT TO THE FORWARDS BY RUNNING DOWN THE WING INTO A DEE? POSITION AND IS TOO SHAGGED TO RUN BACK
TO WHERE THE BALL FINISHED UP.
OVER THE TOP
CRUNCHING TACKLE,WHEREBYE THE CHALLENGER MANAGES TO MISS THE BALL BUT
NOT HIS OPPONENT.
0I MATE
TEMPORARY NAME FOR ANY NEW PLAYER OUR ‘ENRY
GIVEN THE CHOICE BETWEEN CATCHING OR PUNCHING,THIS GOALIE WILL INVARIABLY TRY PUNCHING AND MISS,
PASSING
.
ELEMENTARY TACTIC,WHEREBY THE BALL IS PASSED BY FOOT FROM ONE TEAM MEMBER TO ANOTHER.IT IS SO BASIC IT IS SOMETIMES SOUL DESTROYING FOR A
COACH TO SEE SOME OF HIS PLAYERS NEVER MASTER IT.
PENALTY KICK
RESULT OF BEING SEEN DOING SOMETHING NAUGHTY. THE BALL IS PLACED ON THE
PENALTY SPOT. THE KICKER RUNS UP TO THE BALL AND EVERYONE SHUTS THEIR
EYES INCLUDING THE GOALIE, THE KICKER AND THE CROWD.
PEP TALK
THIS IS WHEN THE COACH OR CAPTAIN GOES DOWN ON BENDED KNEES AND PLEADS
WITH THE TEAM TO PULL THEIR FINGERS OUT.
PERFECT PYTHON
PENALTY KICK THAT JUST SNAKES INSIDE THE POST.

To be continued
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From whistles to
watches, flags to record
cards, shirts to socks,
Pat’s got the lot Help
support the society and make
sure you give Pat a call for all your refereeing
needs 07834 963821

Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735
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Adie’s Sofa So Good
As of you are aware, I completed my 40 years’ service with my Company and
received a monetary reward. Diane decided that a new sofa was the best option
and this weekend a 3 seater leather sofa with electric recliners was duly delivered. It now resides in our lounge, the only problem being that it is so comfortable that I fall asleep on it!
One problem has arisen and that is because this sofa is longer the small table
will no longer fit beside it. Diane thinks she has solved the issue. Get Adrian to
make a new one that fits!!!!!! That’s put my plans back a month or so and I have
only just finished my youngest son’s shoe rack.
The Festive Season is nearly upon us and I will be doing my utmost to ensure
that I keep you Referees who officiate on the SCILW and the G&WAFL as local
as possible. I am very much aware how travel to the facilities of various clubs
can cause delays. Some of us experienced this with the M3 being shut over a
couple of weekends and how that caused chaos on the A3.
I don’t know how many of you access the Full Time website for your games. Just
to keep you updated on the ‘state of play’, we have now had 3 months use of this
website and there are a couple of items that I will be approaching the Control
Team about. Obviously for non-administrators you will be unaware of these issues but we will be endeavouring to ensure that these problems are acted upon.
My wood-pile is shrinking (slowly) but as we have had
some cooler nights we have been enjoying the comfort
of the wood-burner. I did manage to crack the handle of
my axe so a new hickory handle is on order. It did have
the effect of me using a splitting maul which was given
to me a couple of years ago. I hadn’t used it before and
after belting my way through some particularly knotty
logs I can see the advantages of the wider and heavier
head.
May I wish you all a very Peaceful Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year.

Adie

Good Question!
"Why is laying around watching movies considered cozy,
but laying around watching
football is considered lazy?"
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SURREY COUNTY REFEREES ASSOCIATION
DELEGATES’ MEETINGS JUNE, SEPTEMBER, NOVEMBER 2016
During each season, meetings are usually held on the last Monday of alternate
months – September, November, January, and March. The meeting which would
be in May always falls on a Bank Holiday and is postponed until the first Monday
in June.

At the AGM in June Brian Fish stood down as County RA Secretary and Treasurer. I was elected as Secretary, and Keith Glover (Sutton Society) was elected
as Treasurer. I continue to be the County RA nominee to the County FA Referees Committee.
The poorly-attended September meeting was mainly devoted to discussing membership, recruitment, and retention issues in broad terms, including our own
plans for possible merger with Guildford and Farnham/Camberley Societies.
In November the main topics were.
♦

building relations with local leagues for mutual benefit (Croydon Society
have a standing invite to league referees secretaries to attend their
meetings – something we could copy?),

♦

the importance of the pilot of the RA-FA development initiative (in which
Woking Society is taking part). Brighton Society (Sussex RA) are also
participating, and it was noted that when they held their first meeting under the pilot the County FA were well represented in form of Chair, CEO,
and RDO. By contrast, there was no similar support at our own first
meeting – it was recommended that we specifically invite all three Surrey FA officials to our next meeting under the scheme.

♦

another and more detailed discussion on membership, recruitment and
retention issues.

♦

3 referees played extra time in county cup ties whereas this season’s
amended rules say that matches where the scores are level at full-time
should go straight to penalties. The matches had to be replayed at
County FA’s expense. In line with past precedent, each referee is to be
suspended for 2 weeks. County RA thought that suspension was out of
proportion to the offence and will be objecting.

♦

Only 2 out of 9 Societies had paid their dues to County RA (Woking is
one of the two?).

♦

E-mail from Alex Bradley (also sent to Local Societies) about RA-FA
Youth Council. It is known that Sussex County RA have already set up a
County Youth Council, and Surrey RA now wants to do the same. All
Societies to be asked to nominate suitable candidates – names to Vince
Penfold please.
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♦

During the summer and autumn we raised two issues with the County
FA 3G pitches: Bans on footwear otherwise legal within the laws of
the game (e.g. blades) not being communicated by home clubs to away
teams, and referees being left in the invidious position on match day of
trying to settle resulting arguments between teams. The County FA
League Representatives Committee has now issued an appropriate reminder to leagues and clubs that such bans must be advised to visiting
teams.

♦

Payment for referees attending disciplinary commissions: Sutton Society
wanted us to press for payment of a match fee instead of expenses and
a £5 allowance. Before we could fully present our case, the County FA
unilaterally withdrew the £5 allowance on the grounds that it is not paid
to commission members and that everyone involved should be on the
same basis. Our research shows other counties pay expenses at a similar rate to Surrey. But the County RA fought long and hard some years
ago to get the £5 allowance, and though it may be difficult to get it reinstated, it has been agreed to register a protest at the withdrawal.

Brian.
30/11/16

Do you fancy a long weekend away in Belgium leaving on the 2nd June and returning on the 5th June 2017 with good company and great hosts. Do you play
football and would like to represent the Society in a 7-a-side tournament. Wives,
girlfriends, and mates more than welcome. I am hopeful that if enough persons
wish to come , that we will travel by coach to Folkestone where we will drive
straight on shuttle for 40 min trip to Calais.
Once in France I anticipate a stop for refreshments and possible sightseeing
along the way to our hotel in Edegem, which is just outside Antwerp.
Further details regarding the weekend will be given later. If you wish to go , I
anticipate the cost being between £250 and £300 per person depending on
amount of persons travelling. The more that go brings the cost down. Please
contact Dave Cooper at meetings or call him on his mobile. 07766758029
or mailto:davecooper850254@yahoo.co.uk

Please let Dave know if you wish to go by 31st December
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Willie the Whistler - The Tale of the
Christmas presents
I would like to tell you a story
Which you may find hard to believe
About a referee called Willie
Who buys his presents on Christmas Eve
Excitement and anticipation
As always on Christmas Eve
Goblins, elves and reindeers
For those of us who believe
The children write letters to Santa
For the gifts their parents will buy
But all Willie wanted for Christmas………….
A cup of tea and a hot mince pie
Now when it comes to Christmas presents
Willie didn’t have a clue
He always tried his best
But simply did not know what to do
Now Willie’s gift for his wife this year
He knew he really had to try
Last year was a disaster
And Willie made her cry
He thought that he was clever
Buying sexy knickers and a bra
But as his wife undid the wrapping
He knew he’d gone too far
He thought she would be happy
With the lace and frilly surprise
She said ‘I’ll never wear it
A horrid colour and the wrong size’
‘Your presents they get worse
They certainly don’t get better
You once brought me a knife
To open up my letters’
‘One year you brought a bonsai tree
And that was a disaster
I cut the tree then my hand
And then I needed a plaster’
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‘The jewellery box that you now use for all your tools
And the chunky knitting needles that I’ll never use
As for the pink wellington boots that were two sizes too small
You really don’t give much thought to presents for me at all’
‘What about the year you said that I was not too slim
So you brought me a membership to exercise at the gym
Why you said those words to me no one ever knows
The gym it worked a treat
And you had to buy me all new clothes’
‘Do you think that you are clever
And that I will not be fooled
Did you really think for Christmas
I want a toaster or an ironing board?’
For years I have pretended but now I must admit
I’ll never use the banana holder or the jam making kit’
‘You don’t know my favourite colour
You’ve no idea of my dress size
If only you would talk to me
And then I could advise’
‘Do you know my favourite nail varnish?
Or the size I take for my shoes
If only you would talk to me
And give me the chance to choose’
‘In future give me gift vouchers
That will be perfect, that will do
I don’t want to appear ungrateful
Because you know that I love you’
Willie said ‘I’m sorry but I would like to say
In future all the presents I will buy in May
But what the Spurs season ticket
What a present I must say
I should have had in August
But you waited ‘till Christmas Day!

Willie …enjoy your festivities
and see you all soon.

COYS (Ed)
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Players' Quick Guide to Referees
THE SCHOOLTEACHER: Dismissive of players and treats them as bold
little schoolboy. Snaps out orders in short little bursts and expects no backchat i.e. "Get over here" or "Stay quiet while I speak to you" Tends to way his
finger and give stiff lectures to further earn the displeasure of players.

THE BLIND REF: Appears to let everything go. Fails to notice little jersey
pulls or ankle taps for the sake of letting the game flow. "Get on with it" is a favourite currency in his vocabulary as he chases after the play. Beloved by the
'hard men' of the game.

THE HOMER REF: Assumes that the away team should be treated with
distain while letting the fouls by the home team go unpunished. On first name
terms with the centre half and centre forward of the home side and warns them
about their conduct occasionally but never quite gets around to booking them.

THE WHISTLE BLOWER: Polishes his Acme Thunderer before every
game and just loves to hear its shrill blast Will blow it at the merest suggestion
of contact. Runs with the whistle in his mouth most of the time and fragments
the match with so many stoppages that he runs the gauntlet of abuse from
both teams. Liked by "soft" players.

THE POSER REF: Seen it all before. Is very efficient and immaculately
turned out in his flashy kit. Uses hair gel before matches and is given to dramatic gestures with his hands and has been known to leap late in the air with
all the grace of a ballerina and land exactly on the spot where an offence has
just been committed.

THE HAPPY REF: Takes the sting out of situations by laughing and joking
with players. His vast experience sees him win respect of many players. Humour remains his saving grace and can even manage to smile while booking
or sending players off.

THE PERFECT REF: Fair-minded in the extreme. Uses common sense
and good judgement to good effect. Seldom seen during the game but has the
knack of controlling games which invariably are greatly enjoyed by both teams.

THE FIT REF: Loves to impress teams with his athletic ability. Has no problem keeping up with play. In fact, at times he seems to be leading the way.
Loves to pass snide comments at players who are struggling to keep up with
play and gives the impression that he is getting a bit of extra training.
(Ed. This was taken from the Evening Herald, Dublin, 10.9.91 and spotted in the
Chiltern Referee)
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FA Trophy 3rd Qualifying Round
Ebbsfleet Utd vs Harrow Borough
Assistant Referee : Andy Bennett
Surrey Senior Cup 2nd Round
Sutton Common Rovers vs Camberley Town
Referee : Andy Bennett
FA Trophy First Qualifying Round
Hanwell Town vs Bury Town
Assistant Referee (1) Andy Bennett
Surrey Senior Cup Rd 2:
Sutton Common Rovers vs Camberley Town
Referee : Andy Bennett
Surrey Premier Cup 2nd round,
Banstead v Old Wilsonians.
Assistant Referee : Paul Saunders
FA Youth Cup
AFC Wimbledon v Bristol Rovers
Assistant Referee : Tom Ellsmore
FA Trophy third qualifying round
Worthing v Hemel Hempstead
Assistant Referee : Tom Ellsmore
SCFA Senior Cup
Chertsey v Abbey Rangers
Assistant Referee : Tom Ellsmore

The Greengrocers Apprentice
A man walked into his local supermarket and asked to buy half a head of lettuce. The lad working in that department told him that they only sold whole
heads of lettuce. The man was insistent that the lad ask his manager about the
matter.
Waking into the back room, the lad said to his manager, "Some twerp wants to
buy half a head of lettuce. As he finished his sentence he turned to find the man
standing right behind him, so he added, "and this gentleman kindly offered to
buy the other half."
The manager approved the deal and the man went on his way. Later the manager found the lad and said, "I was impressed with the way you got yourself out
of that situation earlier. We like people who think on their feet. Where are you
from son?"
"Birmingham, sir" was the reply. "Why did you leave?" the manager asked.
The lad said "Sir, there's nothing but whores and footballers up there."
"My wife's from Birmingham" said the manager.
"Really?" the lad replied, "Who did she play for?"
( Spotted in The Chiltern Referee)
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95 Sutton Avenue
St Johns, Woking
Surrey GU21 8UL
01483 385776
07780 684416
michaelgeorgelawrence@hotmail.com

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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Classes here now
FOR ALL LEVELS OF FITNESS
MALE AND FEMALE
OF ALL AGES

HAVE FUN
GETTING FIT
For Details

Contact Gareth Price on
07735067158
Winston Churchill School
Every Tuesday at 19.00 -

Ash
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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What Would You Do?
(answers to November Issue)
Q1. In the dying seconds the home side are defending their 1-0 lead by playing the ball
across their back line. You decide to blow for full time - but you drop your whistle in the
mud. As you bend to get it, the away striker steals the ball and smacks it into the net.
What would you do?
A1. Disallow the goal - you are the sole decider of time, and you had made the decision
- so explain the reason to the team captains. They will have seen you drop the whistle.
Q2. Just as a corner is taken you notice a shin-pad on the ground in the penalty area.
No-one is claiming it. Do you stop the game and find the person with missing mandatory
equipment to avoid a possible injury?
A2. If you can delay the kick, do so, find the miscreant and get him to complete his
equipment. If the kick has already been taken, allow the game to continue, and resolve
the situation when the ball next goes out of play. The pad does not represent a danger.
Q3. A Blue defender already on a yellow stands in front of the ball to stop a direct free
kick being taken quickly. In an attempt to get him sent off the taker hammers the ball
straight at him - only to see him jump out of the way. The ball smashes into the back of
the defending captain who collapses in agony. What would you do?
A3. Get the captain any necessary treatment. Since you had not signalled for play to
restart, the ball was not in play. Caution the Red player. Restart play with the original
free kick.
Q4. You award a free kick. The Blue player decides to take the free kick quickly but a
Red opponent who is very near the ball deliberately blocks the ball as it is kicked. The
Blue player turns to you and gives you verbal dissent over your control of the game.
What would you do?
A4. Stop Play. Caution the Red player for preventing the kick to be taken. Caution the
Blue player for overt dissent. Retake the kick.
Q5. To evade a Red opponent's tackle, the Blue attacker kicks the ball past him. It remains in the field of play, but the attacker runs over the touchline out of the FoP. The
Red opponent stretches out and holds the Blues leg outside the FoP to deter him from
reaching the ball. What do you do?
A5. Stop play. Caution the Red player. If you stop play due to an offence committed outside the FoP (when the ball is in play) play must restart with a dropped ball from the position of the ball when play was stopped.
Q6. A named substitute enters the FoP instead of a named player. You are not informed
of the change. You start the game and with the ball in play you notice what has occurred. What do you do?
A6. No action (or discipline) is required. . You allow the named substitution to continue
the match, and report the incident to the appropriate authorities.
Q7. One of your assistants has churned up his part of the wet pitch so much that he
takes to running inside the line when the ball is not nearby. The Blue defenders' captain
complains that he is causing a distraction and a danger. What would you do?
A7. The Assistant's help to you is critical. So if he needs to come on the FoP in order to
keep up with play then he should do so - especially when the ball is not close. Tell the
players to get on with the game!
Q8. With snow obscuring some of the pitch makings, the home keeper uses the half
time interval to mark out a line with red chalk from his goal-line to the penalty mark. He
says it is the only way he can judge angles. What would you do?
A8. Markings other than those specified in the laws are not allowed. So delay the restart
until the keeper's lines are removed and the original lines are uncovered. If this proves
impossible then abandon the game. The keeper should be cautioned!
(Ed. Questions 1-3 were taken from "You Are The Ref" by Keith Hackett and Paul Trevillion, questions 4-6 from the 2015 National RA Quiz final by Colin Morris; and questions
7-8 from "Touchlines", Sutton RS magazine) courtesy of Chiltern Referee
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What Would You Do?
Question 1. A veteran cult hero, who pledged to strip to his pants for charity if
he scored in his farewell match, finds the net seconds before half-time. As you
prepare to blow for the break, he dashes off down the tunnel, stripping as he
goes. He's already on a yellow card. What would you do?
Question 2. During a downpour a defender slides in recklessly to intercept a
pass. The striker nearest the ball has time to get out of the way - but, knowing
the defender is already on a yellow, he chooses not to. As he tumbles, he
waves an imaginary card at you. What would you do?
Question 3. After a melee in the muddy six-yard
box your wrist buzzes you a signal that the ball has
gone in. You've no idea how, or who scored it - but
you award a goal. As you do so, though, the keeper
rushes over screaming. He says the scorer slapped
it in, and shows you a man-sized handprint on the
otherwise filthy ball. What would you do?
Question 4. The ball is in play in the United penalty
area when the United defender recklessly pushes
the Rovers attacker very near the penalty mark. The
Rovers attacker aware of what will happen kicks the
defender with excessive force. The two actions
were simultaneous. What would you do?
Question 5. An indirect free kick is awarded to Blue in the 8th minute of the
game just outside the Reds penalty area. You signal for the kick to be taken.
The kicker strikes the ball, a defender standing alongside his goalkeeper
punches the ball - but it still enters the goal. You then realise the defender was
a named substitute who without your permission, took the place of a named
player before the start of the match? What would you do?
Question 6. You award a direct free kick. The Blue player decides to take the
free kick quickly but a Red opponent who is 6 metres from the ball intercepts it,
turns away and heads towards goal. He shoots and the goalkeeper catches
the ball. What would you do?
Question 7. A Red forward pulls up in front of goal feigning injury. The Blue
goalkeeper, concerned and distracted, is put off guard. The attacker suddenly
jumps to his feet, collects the ball and scores. What would you do?
(Ed. Questions 1-3 were taken from "You Are The Ref" by Keith Hackett and Paul
Trevillion, questions 4-6 were taken from the 2015 National Quiz final, and question 7 was taken from The Eccles Informer April 2016).
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium PO Box 1966
London SW1P 9EQ

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Unit 2E (2nd floor),St Martins House, St Martins
Walk,Dorking,Surrey,RH4 1UW 01372 373543

Referee Development Officer

Tim Lawrence 01372 373543

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
contact@the-ra.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1c Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Brian Reader 01483 48065 gillian.reader@ntlworld.com

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Tony King
tkingsfl@yahoo.co.uk

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Nick Clark

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 01483 300155
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football League Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com
Referees’ Secretary
Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

www.wsyl.org.uk
Alan Wiggins 01932 789376 alan.wiggins@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Scott Kelly
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 424 8524

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com

First Floor, Stratton Court, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1BZ Tel: 01235 544890

London FA
Www.londonFA.com

11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

